The foregoing examples suffice to explain the disposition of mind in the writers; the others are merely a repetition of the same sentiments, the motives being those already indicated. It should be noticed that the majority of these letters are in a fine steady handwriting; twenty-six are very well written; many present no erasures; some are very lengthy. There are some in English, German, Italian, and Portuguese. Six are headed?" One hour before my death." Some have been cut short by the fall of the writer, chiefly from asphyxia. The most curious case of this kind is that already quoted, of the man who registered his suffering from minute to minute.
The examination of these manuscript notes is the best refutation of the idea that a certain amount of delirium, and an appreciable disorder of the mind, always attend the supreme hour of suicides. But it is not merely the handwriting of these letters which shows what perfect command many suicides have over themselves at their last hour, but also the sentiments which they express. A student writes to a physician, related to him,?" I afford you an admirable opportunity to pursue your phrenological studies ; I am about to suffocate myself. You 
